Secure File Sync & Share from
CTO’s and compliance managers, on
the other hand, are concerned with
controlling where data is sent, how it is
shared and how secure it is both intransit and when stored in the cloud.
Recent breaches into public consumer
cloud services have proven those
concerns to be justified, and the only
solution is creating a secure, easy-touse alternative.

The Secure, Cloud
File Sync & Share
Solution

Oncore IT, through its OnData solution
powered by CTERA provides an
enterprise-grade alternative to
consumer cloud applications, utilizing
private cloud infrastructure and
providing end-to-end security.
Managed via a secure portal, the
solution allows business users to set up
file share and sync services for their
users based on a variety of object
storage platforms. The OnData file
sync & share solution can be used as:
FTP alternative and large file
transfer
Secure file access for BYOD
users
Shared team workspaces
File syndication (one-to-many or
few-to-many)

The Search for Easy, Secure File
Sharing
In today's distributed enterprise the
need to share information has gone
beyond what traditional systems can
provide. Enterprise users have become
used to the ease of cloud file sync and
share (FSS) consumer-grade
applications such as Dropbox, and are
looking for a simple, easy way to share
files in their business environment.
.
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The Right Response: A Business Alternative
Where It Has to Be Different from Consumer Applications

Consumer
You have no idea where
your data is stored
Global encryption
Not WAN-Optimized
No control over shares
No Guaranteed SLA

Business
You know exactly where
your data is stored
Private key encryption
WAN-Optimized (de-dup)
Auditing, remote wipe
“Best effort”
Someone you can call

No accountability

Integration with Active Directory LDAP
Use your existing Active Directory or
LDAP directory services for identity
management and user
authentication, avoiding duplicate
directory services, ensuring rapid
deployment and maintaining rolebased access privileges. AD groups
can also be leveraged to determine
user privileges for setting up shared
project folders.
Folder Synchronization
Access to the cloud is not always
guaranteed and at times may be slow.
With folder sync, user files are
automatically synchronized between
their PC or laptop and their cloud
folder, keeping files accessible and
maintaining version control.

Define read/write privileges and
time-limited access
Bi-directional synchronization of
folders on their PCs with each
other
One-way synchronization for file
syndication
Conflict resolution in case of
divergent file versions
Ad-hoc sharing using timelimited invitation URLs
Role-based privileges for
allowing users to create shared
project folders
Multi-Platform End-Point
The OnData file sync & share solution
includes software agents for Windows,
Mac and Linux, and mobile apps for
iOS and Android devices.

Project Team Collaboration

Free Trial Service

The file sync & share solution from
OnData allows users to set up joint
cloud storage workspaces in the form
of 'cloud folders' for collaborating with
colleagues, including the following
features:

For your free trial please
contact a member of our
sales team who will be
delighted to help you.
Just call: 08451 489248 or Email
sales@oncoreit.com
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More about Cloud Services
The combination of rapidly evolving
technology and economics has forced
nearly every organization to rethink its
approach to IT and the function it
performs. Where once you were asked to
do a lot with a little, you’re now forced to
do even more with even less. Meeting this
challenge requires innovative ways to
respond to changing business needs,
improve flexibility, speed technology
innovation, and provide higher business
value.
Oncore IT delivers the resources and
capabilities required to assess, design,
build and manage an agile, flexible IT
environment.

Affordable, scalable virtual and cloudbased services that can be simply defined
by availability or number of users
The benefits of cloud are well
documented: high availability, high levels
of resilience, agility, flexibility to respond
quickly to changing workloads or new
initiatives and cost efficiency bringing
consistent enterprise-class capability to
small and medium-sized organisations.
Oncore understands that every ‘journey to
the cloud’ is unique, depending on core
business objectives, overall readiness to
adopt a cloud delivery model and more
obviously, infrastructure, applications and
processes. With that in mind, we have
developed a portfolio of private cloud
services that are endlessly customisable
with enough flex to accommodate your
specific evolving requirements.
Safe hands, fresh outlook

standardised public cloud provisioning
with private hosted customisation and
security.
Our cloud services include fully managed
Infrastructure as a Service and Software as
a Service, giving customers access to new
levels of capacity and compute that drive
operational efficiency and increase agility.
Our packaged cloud solutions represent
the optimal combination of network,
compute and service elements to resolve
specific challenges typically faced by our
customers. These include network
performance,remote working, application
diversity, office connectivity and secure,
fast cloud services for business.
Why Oncore IT ?
Oncore IT has been delivering flexible, ondemand services to our managed service,
colocation and network customers for
years - to us, ‘the cloud’ is an elegant,
innovative delivery mechanism. Our
customers select what they need as they
need it, only paying for what they use. It’s
a model brilliant in its simplicity, allowing
organisations to revolutionise provisioning
with access to affordable, market-leading
cloud services that make the most of their
IT investment.
Working for many years in close
partnership with companies that rely on IT
for business value, we deliver services
exactly aligned with business strategy,
enabling change and innovation. Whether
you deploy cloud services strategically or
tactically on a temporary basis for test or
dev purposes, Adapt will work
collaboratively with you to develop a
roadmap and vision for the evolution and
optimisation of your estate.
In addition to our specialist technical
expertise and unparalleled service
capability, we pride ourselves on our
practical assistance and straight talking
advice - we tell it how it is, jargon free.

Oncore IT offers customers a range of
hybrid or virtual private cloud services and
packaged solutions built on our platform,
delivering the ultimate blend of
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